Employer Brand Development

Cobra Puma Golf : : Carlsbad, CA

Employer Brand Strategy:
It’s more important than ever and we can help.
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Buzzwords and Confusion
Employee branding. Recruitment branding. Recruitment
marketing. Recruitment advertising. We frequently hear these
similar-but-not-quite-exactly-the-same terms being thrown
around as if they are synonymous. They’re not. They do, however,
have one thing in common. They’re tactics. Tactics without the
disciplined focus and guidance of a solid, strategic foundation
are a massive waste of time and money. Yet, countless
organizations suddenly get convinced that they need
Recruitment Branding or Recruitment Advertising and dive
headlong into a superﬁcial exercise in futility and waste with a
veneer of marketing communications that don’t reﬂect the reality
of their brand and potential employees’ perceptions.
What You Really Need
If you take away only one thing, we suggest that it’s this: not
only do you need to attract the best talent available, you need
to engage and retain them over the long term as well. There’s
no quick ﬁx here. To successfully make it happen, you can’t
solve only part of the puzzle. You must ﬁrst develop an intelligent
Employer Brand Strategy. Employer Brand Strategy applies
the fundamental concepts of Corporate Brand Strategy and
Customer Experience Design to attract, engage and retain top
talent. Developing a solid Employer Brand Strategy requires
asking tough questions and acknowledging the reality of
employee and prospective employee perception. It’s more than
the fabrication of a shiny, happy story. It requires ﬁnding, forging
and consistently cultivating a unique and compelling cultural
identity. It requires creating a brilliant employee experience
at every touchpoint, throughout every stage of the employee
journey to drive shared values, purpose and performance.
It requires backing up your promises with reality and
establishing a valuable feedback loop with your employees
and prospective employees.

Our Work & New Alliance
Our expertise with Employer Brand Strategy runs deep.
From our foundational strategic and brand design work for
multi-billion dollar internationals like PUMA (shown right) and
SI Group, to our work for smaller organizations like Bestpass
and Sterling Rope—we’ve helped many customers attract,
engage and retain the employees (and customers) they need
to succeed.

id29 helped us deﬁne who we
are (and need to be) as a brand
and employer; what makes us
such a unique and vibrant place
to develop a career. We leverage
that work to make this a more
attractive, and more engaging
workplace.

Sterling Rope : : Biddeford, ME
id29

SI Group : : Niskayuna, NY

Solutions-oriented

Integrated

—Bob Philion, President, PUMA North America

SI GROUP’S BRAND

BRAND CHARACTER

Our “brand” is more than a logo.
Our brand is who we are and what we do.
It’s the world’s perception of us. It’s what
we say and how we say it. It’s our attitude
and character; a consistent voice and
message.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur
adipiscing elit. Sed lorem arcu, fringilla id
enim eget, sollicitudin ornare felis.

Building a brand for SI Group is
tremendously important. It takes vision,
teamwork, passion, and discipline
throughout the organization.

Late last year, we announced our strategic partnership with
Alaant Workforce Solutions. Together, we now have a more
valuable and compelling Employer Brand Strategy practice
than ever before.

We’re all involved in creating and
sustaining our brand, and that’s why
this book was created—to empower all
employees with the brand tenets that
make up our identity.
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Learn more:
www.alaant.com/for-employers/employer-brand-strategy

THE BRAND BOOK
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https://alaant.com

alaant.com
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alaant.com/for-

Alaant Workforce Solutions : : Albany, NY
A parent-company merger had left Linium Recruiting with
the need to quickly rename, rebrand and overhaul all of their
marketing communications. For shits and giggles, they also
decided to reposition themselves, add a completely-new-butvery-relevant service offering (see Employer Brand Strategy
section on the previous pages) and forge a strategic
partnership with id29.
We created nearly ﬁfty viable names—they chose
Alaant Workforce Solutions.

We developed several new brand identity and brand design
options; out of which they chose the one you see here.
We designed and developed a new website and sales
enablement tools while simultaneously beeﬁng up their content
and SEO strategies.
That’s the just the beginning. Here’s to Alaant and id29’s
alliance and our combined ability to help organizations attract,
acquire, engage and retain top talent!

job-see kers

Website design

Annual report design (2014–18)
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Hixny : : Albany, NY
The Health Information Xchange of New York (Hixny) is the
largest regional Health Information Exchange in New York State.
They manage electronic healthcare records and help physicians
and other healthcare providers instantly access complete patient
data. In the complex, confusing world of our modern healthcare
system—one that has no small number of nefarious actors—Hixny
is one of the good guys: their mission is to help improve patient
care and reduce system-wide costs by providing caregivers with
the best data possible.

Over the past few years, we’ve worked closely with Hixny as they
have improved their services, brought more doctors and patients
into their system, and expanded their territory. At the heart of
this has been a communications platform that takes what is
a complex data management product and concisely breaks it
down into bite-sized information chunks. We’ve been proud to
help Hixny with their brand strategy, videos, core messaging,
collateral and a new website.

Packaging design
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Brown’s Brewing Company : : Troy, NY
If you’ve seen our previous id29 volumes, you know we’ve
featured a healthy amount of work for Brown’s Brewing
Company. That’s because we’ve been working with them for
the better part of the last two decades and, like the craft beer
market, our work is ever-evolving and changing with the times.
Producing tasty, original beers is necessary—but not sufﬁcient—

to stand out in the highly competitive craft beer market. Our
recent packaging work for Brown’s is designed to articulate the
evolution of the Brown’s brand, achieve maximum shelf presence
and, ultimately, get someone to pick a Brown’s beer. From there,
it’s up to the quality of the beer to keep bringing people back for
more. Fortunately, Brown’s has that well covered. Cheers.

Corporate capabilities book
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Translation, Localization and In
n te r p

Website design

https://lingualinx.com

lingualinx.com

LinguaLinx : : Troy, NY | Brand Design, Print Design and Web Design & Development
LinguaLinx is a professional translation and interpretation
company that translates communications materials into more
than 150 (and counting) languages. Their clients range from
single individuals to huge, multinational corporations. No matter
the client, LinguaLinx is known for the speed and accuracy
of their translations and the responsiveness of their team.
Several years ago, we worked with them to create a brand
identity system that has been serving them as they’ve grown.

This past year, they returned to us in need of a brand refresh
and some new marketing materials. We worked for several
weeks to help polish and modernize their brand system.
We then developed some new core assets for them, speciﬁcally
a new corporate capabilities book and an entirely new website.
The results utilize the modernized LinguaLinx visual identity
system for a presentation that’s more engaging, contemporary,
and human.

Website design

Brand iconography design

Identity design
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Klaran by Crystal IS : : Green Island, NY
Klaran makes LED lights that are speciﬁcally designed to
disinfect water, air, and surfaces. This ingenious technology
is just coming to the market but has enormous potential to
revolutionize industries such as healthcare, food service,
and medical device production.
For several months, we worked with Crystal IS on all elements
of this new brand, beginning with the foundational brand

strategy all the way through the launch of crucial supporting
components such as the website and sales support collateral.
Creating the Klaran brand involved far more than designing
visual elements. We developed a comprehensive brand system;
communicating the value of the technology both in easy-tounderstand terms for general consumers and deeply technical
content for Klaran’s core customer base.

Brand guidelines

Alumni magazine
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Albany College of Pharmacy and Health Sciences : : NY
It’s no secret that higher education is a ﬁercely competitive
and ever-evolving market. Schools need to continually offer
new areas of study, better amenities, and advanced facilities to
retain or improve their all-important rankings. Albany College of
Pharmacy and Health Sciences (ACPHS) started as a rather
standard pharmacy school but has been aggressively building
themselves into a leading name in all things health sciences.

To help drive this mission, improve alumni engagement and
foster active recruitment, ACPHS regularly produces content
and publications. For several years, we’ve worked alongside their
communications department and several of their other vendor
partners to create their semi-annual Alumni News magazine.
id29 helped ACPHS boost the size and scope of this book
and reimagine it as a vibrant editorial publication.

id29

Digital display and social media video series

National print campaign
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Tolls are costly and difficult to manage.
Why do it yourselff? Turn to Be
B stpass—
the comm
m ercial toll manage
ement experts.
Save time. Save money. Take command
today and become a legend! Learn more at
getbestpass.com or call 888.410.96
696 an
and
d
toll like a boss!
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LEARN MORE AT
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id29 crafted a creative platform and
Bestpass : : Albany, NY | Work it Like a Toll Boss Campaign
Bestpass ﬁrst called us in 2014. Apparently, they found us in the
yellow pages (but that’s another story). Hoping to ﬁnd a brand
strategy and creative agency that would truly become a partner—
not just a vendor—we quickly and comfortably assumed that role.
After developing and executing media plans and integrated
campaigns in 2015, 2016 and 2017, we had set the bar relatively
high. Sales were way up. All KPIs were extremely positive and
we had dramatically increased Bestpass’ brand

digital media plan that’s performing
awareness. So, when we were once again tasked with
developing the annual campaign, we had our work cut out for us.
Toll Boss was born out of the concept that Bestpass enables
commercial ﬂeets to take control over toll management and
Bestpass’ unique character and rogue irreverance. The national
campaign deftly utilized trade print, digital display, social media
video, event marketing, collateral and broadcast radio elements—
raising the high bar even further across every KPI.

four to ﬁve times better than anything
the media company has ever seen across
the most important KPIs.
— Alison Knowlton, Vice President of Operations

New Orleans-based Vance Kelly
working on the ﬁnal digital illustration
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